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Pan troglodytes , also known as the common chimpanzee , robust chimpanzee , or simply
chimp , is a species of great ape native to the forest and savannah of tropical Africa. It has four
confirmed subspecies and a fifth proposed subspecies. The chimpanzee and the closely related
bonobo sometimes called the "pygmy chimpanzee" are classified in the genus Pan. Evidence
from fossils and DNA sequencing shows that Pan is a sister taxon to the human lineage and is
humans ' closest living relative. The chimpanzee is covered in coarse black hair, but has a bare
face, fingers, toes, palms of the hands, and soles of the feet. Its gestation period is eight
months. The infant is weaned at about three years old, but usually maintains a close
relationship with its mother for several years more. The chimpanzee lives in groups that range
in size from 15 to members, although individuals travel and forage in much smaller groups
during the day. The species lives in a strict male-dominated hierarchy, where disputes are
generally settled without the need for violence. Nearly all chimpanzee populations have been
recorded using tools , modifying sticks, rocks, grass and leaves and using them for hunting and
acquiring honey, termites, ants, nuts and water. The species has also been found creating
sharpened sticks to spear small mammals. Between , and , individuals are estimated across its
range. The biggest threats to the chimpanzee are habitat loss, poaching, and disease.
Chimpanzees appear in Western popular culture as stereotyped clown-figures, and have
featured in entertainments such as chimpanzees' tea parties , circus acts and stage shows.
They are sometimes kept as pets, though their strength and aggressiveness makes them
dangerous in this role. Some hundreds have been kept in laboratories for research, especially in
America. Many attempts have been made to teach languages such as American Sign Language
to chimpanzees, with limited success. The English word chimpanzee is first recorded in The
first great ape known to Western science in the 17th century was the " orang-outang " genus
Pongo , the local Malay name being recorded in Java by the Dutch physician Jacobus Bontius.
In , the Dutch anatomist Nicolaes Tulp applied the name to a chimpanzee or bonobo brought to
the Netherlands from Angola. The German naturalist Johann Friedrich Blumenbach classified
the chimpanzee as Simia troglodytes by Another German naturalist, Lorenz Oken , coined the
genus Pan in The bonobo was recognised as distinct from the chimpanzee by Despite a large
number of Homo fossil finds, Pan fossils were not described until Existing chimpanzee
populations in West and Central Africa do not overlap with the major human fossil sites in East
Africa, but chimpanzee fossils have now been reported from Kenya. This indicates that both
humans and members of the Pan clade were present in the East African Rift Valley during the
Middle Pleistocene. DNA evidence suggests the bonobo and chimpanzee species separated
from each other less than one million years ago similar in relation between Homo sapiens and
Neanderthals. Because no species other than Homo sapiens has survived from the human line
of that branching, both chimpanzee species are the closest living relatives of humans; the
lineage of humans and chimpanzees diverged from gorillas genus Gorilla about seven million
years ago. A study argues the chimpanzee should be included in the human branch as Homo

troglodytes , and notes "experts say many scientists are likely to resist the reclassification,
especially in the emotionally-charged and often disputed field of anthropology". Four
subspecies of the chimpanzee have been recognised, [18] [19] with the possibility of a fifth: [16]
[20]. Human and chimpanzee DNA is very similar. In December , a preliminary analysis of genes
shared between the two genomes confirmed that certain genes, such as the forkhead-box P2
transcription factor which is involved in speech development, have undergone rapid evolution
in the human lineage. A draft version of the chimpanzee genome was published on 1 September
by the Chimpanzee Sequencing and Analysis Consortium. Typical human and chimp protein
homologs differ in an average of only two amino acids. Duplications of small parts of
chromosomes have been the major source of differences between human and chimp genetic
material; about 2. The chimpanzee is more robustly built than the bonobo but less than the
gorilla. The arms of a chimp are longer than its legs, and can reach below the knees. The hands
have long fingers with short thumbs and flat fingernails. The feet are adapted for grasping, the
big toe being opposable. The pelvis is long with an extended ilium. A chimp's head is rounded
with a prominent and prognathous face and a pronounced brow ridge. It has forward-facing
eyes, a small nose, rounded non-lobed ears, a long mobile upper lip and, in adult males, sharp
canine teeth. Chimps lack the prominent sagittal crest and associated head and neck
musculature of gorillas. Chimpanzee bodies are covered by coarse hair, except for the face,
fingers, toes, palms of the hands, and soles of the feet. Chimps lose more hair as they age, and
develop bald spots. The hair of a chimp is typically black but can be brown or ginger. As they
get older, white or grey patches may appear, particularly on the chin and lower region. The skin
may range from pale to dark, females develop swelling pink skin when in oestrus. Chimpanzees
are adapted for both arboreal and terrestrial locomotion. Arboreal locomotion consists of
vertical climbing and brachiation. The chimpanzee is a highly adaptable species. It lives in a
variety of habitats, including dry savanna , evergreen rainforest, montane forest , swamp forest
and dry woodland -savanna mosaic. The chimpanzee is an omnivorous frugivore. It prefers fruit
above all other food items but also eats leaves and leaf buds, seeds, blossoms, stems, pith ,
bark and resin. Other mammalian prey include red-tailed monkeys , infant and juvenile yellow
baboons , bush babies , blue duikers , bushbucks , and common warthogs. This also varies
from troop to troop and year to year. However, in all cases, the majority of their diet consists of
fruits, leaves, roots, and other plant matter. Chimpanzees do not appear to directly compete
with gorillas in areas where they overlap. When fruit is abundant gorilla and chimp diets
converge, but when fruit is scarce gorillas resort to vegetation. The average lifespan of a
chimpanzee in the wild is relatively short, usually less than 15 years, although individuals that
reach 12 years may live an additional Wild individuals may live over 25 years and on rare
occasions, around 60 years. Captive chimps tend to live longer, with median lifespans of
Leopards prey on chimpanzees in some areas. Although no other instances of lion predation on
chimpanzees have been recorded, lions likely do kill chimps occasionally and the larger group
sizes of savanna chimps may have developed as a response to threats from these big cats.
Chimps may react to lions by fleeing up trees, vocalising or hiding in silence. This is due to the
differences in environmental and dietary adaptations; human internal parasite species overlap
more with omnivorous, savanna-dwelling baboons. By contrast, the human pubic louse Pthirus
pubis is closely related to Pthirus gorillae which infests gorillas. The most prevalent species
was the protozoan Troglodytella abrassarti. Recent studies have suggested that human
observers influence chimpanzee behaviour. One suggestion is that drones , camera traps and
remote microphones should be used to record and monitor chimpanzees rather than direct
observation. Chimpanzees live in communities that typically range from around 20 to more than
members, but spend most of their time travelling in small, temporary groups consisting of a few
individuals, which may consist of any combination of age and sex classes. Both males and
females sometimes travel alone. These smaller groups emerge in a variety of types, for a variety
of purposes. For example, an all-male troop may be organised to hunt for meat, while a group
consisting of lactating females serves to act as a "nursery group" for the young. At the core of
social structures are males, which patrol the territory, protect group members, and search for
food. Males remain in their natal communities, while females generally emigrate at adolescence.
As such, males in a community are more likely to be related to one another than females are to
each other. Among males there is generally a dominance hierarchy, and males are dominant
over females. This is caused mainly by the large measure of individual autonomy that
individuals have within their fission-fusion social groups. Male chimpanzees exist in a linear
dominance hierarchy. Top-ranking males tend to be aggressive even during dominance
stability. With this, a dominant male is unsure if any "political maneuvering" has occurred in his
absence and must re-establish his dominance. Thus, a large amount of aggression occurs
within five to fifteen minutes after a reunion. During these encounters, displays of aggression

are generally preferred over physical attacks. Males maintain and improve their social ranks by
forming coalitions, which have been characterised as "exploitative" and are based on an
individual's influence in agonistic interactions. Coalitions can also give an individual male the
confidence to challenge a dominant or larger male. The more allies a male has, the better his
chance of becoming dominant. However, most changes in hierarchical rank are caused by
dyadic interactions. Low-ranking males frequently switch sides in disputes between more
dominant individuals. Low-ranking males benefit from an unstable hierarchy and often find
increased sexual opportunities if a dispute or conflict occurs. Social hierarchies among adult
females tend to be weaker. Nevertheless, the status of an adult female may be important for her
offspring. It is more common among adult males than adult females and between males and
females. Chimpanzees have been described as highly territorial and will frequently kill other
chimps, [83] although Margaret Power wrote in her book The Egalitarians that the field studies
from which the aggressive data came, Gombe and Mahale, used artificial feeding systems that
increased aggression in the chimpanzee populations studied, and might not reflect innate
characteristics of the species as a whole as such. A study published in found that the
chimpanzees' wage wars over territory, not mates. Patrols from large groups even take over a
smaller group's territory, gaining access to more resources, food, and females. Chimpanzees
mate throughout the year, although the number of females in oestrus varies seasonally in a
group. Oestrous females exhibit sexual swellings. Chimps are promiscuous ; during oestrus,
females mate with several males in their community, while males have large testicles for sperm
competition. Other forms of mating also exist. A community's dominant males sometimes
restrict reproductive access to females. A male and female can form a consortship and mate
outside their community. In addition, females sometimes leave their community and mate with
males from neighboring communities. These alternative mating strategies give females more
mating opportunities without losing the support of the males in their community. Male chimps
practice infanticide on unrelated young to shorten the interbirth intervals in the females.
Copulation is brief, lasting approximately seven seconds. The survival and emotional health of
the young is dependent on maternal care. Mothers provide their young with food, warmth, and
protection, and teach them certain skills. In addition, a chimp's future rank may be dependent
on its mother's status. For their first 30 days, infants cling to their mother's bellies. Infants are
unable to support their own weight for their first two months and need their mothers' support.
When they reach five to six months, infants ride on their mothers' backs. They remain in
continual contact for the rest of their first year. When they reach two years of age, they are able
to move and sit independently, and start moving beyond the arms reach of their mothers. By
four to six years, chimps are weaned and infancy ends. The juvenile period for chimps lasts
from their sixth to ninth years. Juveniles remain close to their mothers, but interact an
increasing amount with other members of their community. Adolescent females move between
groups and are supported by their mothers in agonistic encounters. Adolescent males spend
time with adult males in social activities like hunting and boundary patrolling. This gives the
resident males reproductive advantages with these females, as they are more inclined to remain
in the group if their male friend is also accepted. Chimpanzees use facial expressions, postures,
and sounds to communicate with each other. Chimps have expressive faces that are important
in close-up communications. When frightened, a "full closed grin" causes nearby individuals to
be fearful, as well. Playful chimps display an open-mouthed grin. Chimps may also express
themselves with the "pout", which is made in distress, the "sneer", which is made when
threatening or fearful, and "compressed-lips face", which is a type of display. When submitting
to a dominant individual, a chimp crunches, bobs, and extends a hand. When in an aggressive
mode, a chimp swaggers bipedally, hunched over and arms waving, in an attempt to exaggerate
its size. They also do this when encountering individuals from other communities. Vocalisations
are also important in chimp communication. The most common call in adults is the " pant-hoot
", which may signal social rank and bond as well keep groups together. Pant-hoots are made of
four parts, starting with soft "hoos", the introduction; that gets louder and louder, the build-up;
and climax into screams and sometimes barks; these die down back to soft "hoos" during the
letdown phase as the call ends. When hunting small monkeys such as the red colobus ,
chimpanzees hunt where the forest canopy is interrupted or irregular. This allows them to easily
corner the monkeys when chasing them in the appropriate direction. Chimps may also hunt as a
coordinated team, so that they can corner their prey even in a continuous canopy. During an
arboreal hunt, each chimp in the hunting groups has a role. Finally, "ambushers" hide and rush
out when a monkey nears. When caught and killed, the meal is distributed to all hunting party
members and even bystanders. Chimpanzees display numerous signs of intelligence, from the
ability to remember symbols [] to cooperation, [] tool use, [] and perhaps language. A year study
at Kyoto University 's Primate Research Institute has shown that chimps are able to learn to

recognise the numbers 1 to 9 and their values. The chimps further show an aptitude for
photographic memory , demonstrated in experiments in which the jumbled digits are flashed
onto a computer screen for less than a quarter of a second. One chimp, Ayumu , was able to
correctly and quickly point to the positions where they appeared in ascending order. Ayumu
performed better than human adults who were given the same test. In controlled experiments on
cooperation , chimpanzees show a basic understanding of cooperation, and recruit the best
collaborators. Great apes show laughter-like vocalisations in response to physical contact,
such as wrestling, play chasing, or tickling. This is documented in wild and captive
chimpanzees. Chimpanzee laughter is not readily recognisable to humans as such, because it is
generated by alternating inhalations and exhalations that sound more like breathing and
panting. Instances in which nonhuman primates have expressed joy have been reported.
Humans and chimpanzees share similar ticklish areas of the body, such as the armpits and
belly. The enjoyment of tickling in chimpanzees does not diminish with age. Chimpanzees have
displayed different behaviours in response to a dying or dead group member. When witnessing
a sudden death, the other group members act in frenzy, with vocalisations, aggressive displays,
and touching of the corpse. In one case chimps cared for a dying elder, then attended and
cleaned the corpse. Afterward, they avoided the spot where the elder died and behaved in a
more subdued manner. Experimenters, however, now and then witness behaviour that cannot
be readily reconciled with chimpanzee intelligence or theory of mind. Nearly all chimpanzee
populations have been recorded using tools. They modify sticks, rocks, grass, and leaves and
use them when foraging for termites and ants, [] nuts, [] [] [] [] honey, [] algae [] or water.
Despite the lack of complexity, forethought and skill are apparent in making these tools. A
chimpanzee from the Kasakela chimpanzee community was the first nonhuman animal reported
making a tool, by modifying a twig to use as an instrument for extracting termites from their
mound. For hives of the dangerous African honeybees , chimps use longer and thinner sticks to
extract the honey. Chimps also fish for ants using the same tactic. West African chimps crack
open hard nuts with stones or branches. Nut cracking is also difficult and must be learned. A
recent study revealed the use of such advanced tools as spears, which West African
chimpanzees in Senegal sharpen with their teeth, being used to spear Senegal bushbabies out
of small holes in trees. Scientists have attempted to teach human language to several species
of great ape. One early attempt by Allen and Beatrix Gardner in the s involved spending 51
months teaching American Sign Language to a chimpanzee named Washoe. The Gardners
reported that Washoe learned signs, and had spontaneously taught them to other chimpanzees,
including her adopted son, Loulis. Debate is ongoing among scientists such as David Premack
about chimpanzees' ability to learn language. Since the early reports on Washoe, numerous
other studies have been conducted, with varying levels of success. Although his initial reports
were quite positive, in November , Terrace and his team, including psycholinguist Thomas
Bever , re-evaluated the videotapes of Nim with his trainers, analyzing them frame by frame for
signs, as well as for exact context what was happening both before and after Nim's signs. In the
reanalysis, Terrace and Bever concluded that Nim's utterances could be explained merely as
prompting on the part of the experimenters, as well as mistakes in reporting the data. Nim never
initiated conversations himself, rarely introduced new words, and mostly imitated what the
humans did. More importantly, Nim's word strings varied in their ordering, suggesting that he
was incapable of syntax. Nim's sentences also did not grow in length, unlike human children
whose vocabulary and sentence length show a strong positive correlation. The Gio people of
Liberia and the Hemba people of the Congo have created masks of the animals. Gio masks are
crude and blocky, and worn when teaching young people how not to behave. The Hemba masks
have a smile that suggests drunken anger, insanity or horror and are worn during rituals at
funerals, representing the "awful reality of death". The masks may also serve to guard
households and protect both human and plant fertility. Stories have been told of chimps
kidnapping and raping women. In Western popular culture , chimpanzees have occasionally
been stereotyped as childlike companions, sidekicks or clowns. They are especially suited for
the latter role on account of their prominent facial features, long limbs and fast movements,
which humans often find amusing. Accordingly, entertainment acts featuring chimpanzees
dressed up as humans with lip-synchronised human voices have been traditional staples of
circuses , stage shows and TV shows like Lancelot Link, Secret Chimp and The Chimp Channel
Chimpanzees in media include Judy on the television series Daktari in the s and Darwin on The
Wild Thornberrys in the s. In contrast to the fictional depictions of other animals, such as dogs
as in Lassie , dolphins Flipper , horses The Black Stallion or even other great apes King Kong ,
chimpanzee characters and actions are rarely relevant to the plot. Depictions of chimpanzees as
individuals rather than stock characters, and as central rather than incidental to the plot can be
found in science fiction. Robert A. Heinlein 's short story " Jerry Was a Man " concerns a

genetically enhanced chimpanzee suing for better treatment. The film Conquest of the Planet of
the Apes , the third sequel of the film Planet of the Apes , portrays a futuristic revolt of enslaved
apes led by the only talking chimpanzee, Caesar , against their human masters. Chimpanzees
have traditionally been kept as pets in a few African villages, especially in the Democratic
Republic of Congo. In Virunga National Park in the east of the country, the park authorities
regularly confiscate chimpanzees from people keeping them as pets. Even where keeping
non-human primates as pets is illegal, the exotic pet trade continues to prosper, leading to
injuries from attacks. Hundreds of chimpanzees have been kept in laboratories for research. A
five-year moratorium was imposed by the US National Institutes of Health in , because too many
chimps had been bred for HIV research, and it has been extended annually since Other
researchers argue that chimps either should not be used in research, or should be treated
differently, for instance with legal status as persons. He told National Geographic : "I don't think
we should make a distinction between our obligation to treat humanely any species, whether it's
a rat or a monkey or a chimpanzee. No matter how much we may wish it, chimps are not human.
It formerly held chimpanzees among 1, non-human primates. The Dutch ministry of science
decided to phase out research at the centre from Chimpanzees including the female Ai have
been studied at the Primate Research Institute of Kyoto University , Japan, formerly directed by
Tetsuro Matsuzawa , since Some 12 chimpanzees are currently held at the facility. Jane Goodall
undertook the first long-term field study of the chimpanzee, begun in Tanzania at Gombe
Stream National Park in Chimpanzees have attacked humans. Some of these attacks may be
due to the chimpanzees being intoxicated from alcohol obtained from rural brewing operations
and mistaking human children [] for the western red colobus , one of their favourite meals. A
chimpanzee's strength and sharp teeth mean that attacks, even on adult humans, can cause
severe injuries. James Davis, who was mauled by two escaped chimps while he and his wife
were celebrating the birthday of their former pet chimp. Chimpanzees are legally protected in
most of their range, and are found both in and outside national parks. Between , and ,
individuals are thought to be living in the wild, [3] a decrease from about a million chimpanzees
in the early s. The biggest threats to the chimpanzee are habitat destruction, poaching, and
disease. Chimpanzee habitats have been limited by deforestation in both West and Central
Africa. Road building has caused habitat degradation and fragmentation of chimpanzee
populations, and may allow poachers more access to areas that had not been seriously affected
by humans. Although deforestation rates are low in western Central Africa, selective logging
may take place outside national parks. Chimpanzees are a common target for poachers. They
are also taken, often illegally, for the pet trade, and are hunted for medicinal purposes in some
areas. Farmers sometimes kill chimpanzees that threaten their crops; others are unintentionally
maimed or killed by snares meant for other animals. Infectious diseases are a main cause of
death for chimpanzees. They succumb to many diseases that afflict humans, because the two
species are so similar. As human populations grow, so does the risk of disease transmission
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was! He has a super pretty gf! He is kinda shy till you get to know him. He just wants to fuck u
then throw you out like yesterdays trash. Just not worth it really. But he also does like just
hooking up with chicks. Not really into serious or long-term relationships. Last I knew he was
single, I found him on tinder a few weeks ago, too. Sam has or had a girlfriend who he Is super
cute with. How is it living in a dream world? Michael Del Zotto is interested in me and my friends
keep saying that they've heard he's bad news but I googled his name and nothing really showed
up out of the ordinary so I was wondering if what they heard was wrong. Is Jake Virtanen a
douche or a sweet guy. By that I mean like is he all about sex or would he be a sweet boyfriend.
Naked girl Tosh Locks with silky blonde hair is ready. To the anon who asked about Sam! I slept
with him and he told me he didn't have a girlfriend, now whether that's true or not I don't know. I
think sam reinhart is dating that Mandy girl, she was at wjc sitting with his parents. A solar cell ,
or photovoltaic cell , is an electrical device that converts the energy of light directly into

electricity by the photovoltaic effect , which is a physical and chemical phenomenon. Individual
solar cell devices are often the electrical building blocks of photovoltaic modules , known
colloquially as solar panels. The common single junction silicon solar cell can produce a
maximum open-circuit voltage of approximately 0. Solar cells are described as being
photovoltaic , irrespective of whether the source is sunlight or an artificial light. In addition to
producing energy, they can be used as a photodetector for example infrared detectors ,
detecting light or other electromagnetic radiation near the visible range, or measuring light
intensity. In contrast, a solar thermal collector supplies heat by absorbing sunlight , for the
purpose of either direct heating or indirect electrical power generation from heat. A
"photoelectrolytic cell" photoelectrochemical cell , on the other hand, refers either to a type of
photovoltaic cell like that developed by Edmond Becquerel and modern dye-sensitized solar
cells , or to a device that splits water directly into hydrogen and oxygen using only solar
illumination. Assemblies of solar cells are used to make solar modules that generate electrical
power from sunlight , as distinguished from a "solar thermal module" or "solar hot water panel".
A solar array generates solar power using solar energy. Multiple solar cells in an integrated
group, all oriented in one plane, constitute a solar photovoltaic panel or module. Photovoltaic
modules often have a sheet of glass on the sun-facing side, allowing light to pass while
protecting the semiconductor wafers. Solar cells are usually connected in series creating
additive voltage. Connecting cells in parallel yields a higher current. However, problems in
paralleled cells such as shadow effects can shut down the weaker less illuminated parallel
string a number of series connected cells causing substantial power loss and possible damage
because of the reverse bias applied to the shadowed cells by their illuminated partners.
Although modules can be interconnected to create an array with the desired peak DC voltage
and loading current capacity, which can be done with or without using independent MPPTs
maximum power point trackers or, specific to each module, with or without module level power
electronic MLPE units such as microinverters or DC-DC optimizers. The photovoltaic effect was
experimentally demonstrated first by French physicist Edmond Becquerel. In , at age 19, he built
the world's first photovoltaic cell in his father's laboratory. Other milestones include:. Solar
cells were first used in a prominent application when they were proposed and flown on the
Vanguard satellite in , as an alternative power source to the primary battery power source. By
adding cells to the outside of the body, the mission time could be extended with no major
changes to the spacecraft or its power systems. In the United States launched Explorer 6 ,
featuring large wing-shaped solar arrays, which became a common feature in satellites. These
arrays consisted of Hoffman solar cells. By the s, solar cells were and still are the main power
source for most Earth orbiting satellites and a number of probes into the solar system, since
they offered the best power-to-weight ratio. However, this success was possible because in the
space application, power system costs could be high, because space users had few other
power options, and were willing to pay for the best possible cells. The space power market
drove the development of higher efficiencies in solar cells up until the National Science
Foundation "Research Applied to National Needs" program began to push development of solar
cells for terrestrial applications. In the early s the technology used for space solar cells
diverged from the silicon technology used for terrestrial panels, with the spacecraft application
shifting to gallium arsenide -based III-V semiconductor materials, which then evolved into the
modern III-V multijunction photovoltaic cell used on spacecraft. In recent years, research has
moved towards designing and manufacturing lightweight, flexible, and highly efficient solar
cells. Terrestrial solar cell technology generally uses photovoltaic cells that are laminated with a
layer of glass for strength and protection. Space applications for solar cells require that the
cells and arrays are both highly efficient and extremely lightweight. Some newer technology
implemented on satellites are multi-junction photovoltaic cells, which are composed of different
PN junctions with varying bandgaps in order to utilize a wider spectrum of the sun's energy.
Additionally, large satellites require the use of large solar arrays to produce electricity. These
solar arrays need to be broken down to fit in the geometric constraints of the launch vehicle the
satellite travels on before being injected into orbit. Historically, solar cells on satellites
consisted of several small terrestrial panels folded together. These small panels would be
unfolded into a large panel after the satellite is deployed in its orbit. Newer satellites aim to use
flexible rollable solar arrays that are very lightweight and can be packed into a very small
volume. The smaller size and weight of these flexible arrays drastically decreases the overall
cost of launching a satellite due to the direct relationship between payload weight and launch
cost of a launch vehicle. Improvements were gradual over the s. This was also the reason that
costs remained high, because space users were willing to pay for the best possible cells,
leaving no reason to invest in lower-cost, less-efficient solutions. The price was determined
largely by the semiconductor industry ; their move to integrated circuits in the s led to the

availability of larger boules at lower relative prices. As their price fell, the price of the resulting
cells did as well. In late Elliot Berman joined Exxon 's task force which was looking for projects
30 years in the future and in April he founded Solar Power Corporation SPC , a wholly owned
subsidiary of Exxon at that time. The team also replaced the expensive materials and hand
wiring used in space applications with a printed circuit board on the back, acrylic plastic on the
front, and silicone glue between the two, "potting" the cells. By they announced a product, and
SPC convinced Tideland Signal to use its panels to power navigational buoys , initially for the U.
Coast Guard. Research into solar power for terrestrial applications became prominent with the
U. National Science Foundation's Advanced Solar Energy Research and Development Division
within the "Research Applied to National Needs" program, which ran from to , [22] and funded
research on developing solar power for ground electrical power systems. A conference, the
"Cherry Hill Conference", set forth the technology goals required to achieve this goal and
outlined an ambitious project for achieving them, kicking off an applied research program that
would be ongoing for several decades. Department of Energy. Following the oil crisis , oil
companies used their higher profits to start or buy solar firms, and were for decades the largest
producers. It was featured in an article in the British weekly newspaper The Economist in late
Balance of system costs were then higher than those of the panels. As the semiconductor
industry moved to ever-larger boules , older equipment became inexpensive. The widespread
introduction of flat screen televisions in the late s and early s led to the wide availability of
large, high-quality glass sheets to cover the panels. During the s, polysilicon "poly" cells
became increasingly popular. These cells offer less efficiency than their monosilicon "mono"
counterparts, but they are grown in large vats that reduce cost. By the mids, poly was dominant
in the low-cost panel market, but more recently the mono returned to widespread use.
Manufacturers of wafer-based cells responded to high silicon prices in â€” with rapid
reductions in silicon consumption. Crystalline silicon panels dominate worldwide markets and
are mostly manufactured in China and Taiwan. Solar PV is growing fastest in Asia, with China
and Japan currently accounting for half of worldwide deployment. In fact, the harnessed energy
of silicon solar cells at the cost of a dollar has surpassed its oil counterpart since Solar-specific
feed-in tariffs vary by country and within countries. Such tariffs encourage the development of
solar power projects. Widespread grid parity , the point at which photovoltaic electricity is equal
to or cheaper than grid power without subsidies, likely requires advances on all three fronts.
Proponents of solar hope to achieve grid parity first in areas with abundant sun and high
electricity costs such as in California and Japan. George W. Bush set as the date for grid parity
in the US. The price of solar panels fell steadily for 40 years, interrupted in when high subsidies
in Germany drastically increased demand there and greatly increased the price of purified
silicon which is used in computer chips as well as solar panels. The recession of and the onset
of Chinese manufacturing caused prices to resume their decline. The second largest supplier,
Canadian Solar Inc. The most commonly known solar cell is configured as a large-area pâ€”n
junction made from silicon. Other possible solar cell types are organic solar cells, dye
sensitized solar cells, perovskite solar cells, quantum dot solar cells etc. The illuminated side of
a solar cell generally has a transparent conducting film for allowing light to enter into the active
material and to collect the generated charge carriers. Typically, films with high transmittance
and high electrical conductance such as indium tin oxide , conducting polymers or conducting
nanowire networks are used for the purpose. Solar cell efficiency may be broken down into
reflectance efficiency, thermodynamic efficiency, charge carrier separation efficiency and
conductive efficiency. The overall efficiency is the product of these individual metrics. The
power conversion efficiency of a solar cell is a parameter which is defined by the fraction of
incident power converted into electricity. A solar cell has a voltage dependent efficiency curve,
temperature coefficients, and allowable shadow angles. Due to the difficulty in measuring these
parameters directly, other parameters are substituted: thermodynamic efficiency, quantum
efficiency , integrated quantum efficiency , V OC ratio, and fill factor. Reflectance losses are a
portion of quantum efficiency under " external quantum efficiency ". Recombination losses
make up another portion of quantum efficiency, V OC ratio, and fill factor. Resistive losses are
predominantly categorized under fill factor, but also make up minor portions of quantum
efficiency, V OC ratio. The fill factor is the ratio of the actual maximum obtainable power to the
product of the open circuit voltage and short circuit current. This is a key parameter in
evaluating performance. Grade B cells were usually between 0. Single pâ€”n junction crystalline
silicon devices are now approaching the theoretical limiting power efficiency of In , three
companies broke the record of Panasonic's was the most efficient. The company moved the
front contacts to the rear of the panel, eliminating shaded areas. In addition they applied thin
silicon films to the high quality silicon wafer's front and back to eliminate defects at or near the
wafer surface. For triple-junction thin-film solar cells, the world record is In addition, the

dual-junction device was mechanically stacked with a Si solar cell, to achieve a record one-sun
efficiency of Solar cells are typically named after the semiconducting material they are made of.
These materials must have certain characteristics in order to absorb sunlight. Some cells are
designed to handle sunlight that reaches the Earth's surface, while others are optimized for use
in space. Solar cells can be made of only one single layer of light-absorbing material
single-junction or use multiple physical configurations multi-junctions to take advantage of
various absorption and charge separation mechanisms. Solar cells can be classified into first,
second and third generation cells. The first generation cellsâ€”also called conventional,
traditional or wafer -based cellsâ€”are made of crystalline silicon , the commercially
predominant PV technology, that includes materials such as polysilicon and monocrystalline
silicon. Second generation cells are thin film solar cells , that include amorphous silicon , CdTe
and CIGS cells and are commercially significant in utility-scale photovoltaic power stations ,
building integrated photovoltaics or in small stand-alone power system. The third generation of
solar cells includes a number of thin-film technologies often described as emerging
photovoltaicsâ€”most of them have not yet been commercially applied and are still in the
research or development phase. Many use organic materials, often organometallic compounds
as well as inorganic substances. Despite the fact that their efficiencies had been low and the
stability of the absorber material was often too short for commercial applications, there is a lot
of research invested into these technologies as they promise to achieve the goal of producing
low-cost, high-efficiency solar cells. By far, the most prevalent bulk material for solar cells is
crystalline silicon c-Si , also known as "solar grade silicon". These cells are entirely based
around the concept of a p-n junction. Monocrystalline silicon mono-Si solar cells feature a
single-crystal composition that enables electrons to move more freely than in a multi-crystal
configuration. Consequently, monocrystalline solar panels deliver a higher efficiency than their
multicrystalline counterparts. Solar panels using mono-Si cells display a distinctive pattern of
small white diamonds. Epitaxial wafers of crystalline silicon can be grown on a monocrystalline
silicon "seed" wafer by chemical vapor deposition CVD , and then detached as self-supporting
wafers of some standard thickness e. Solar cells made with this " kerfless " technique can have
efficiencies approaching those of wafer-cut cells, but at appreciably lower cost if the CVD can
be done at atmospheric pressure in a high-throughput inline process. In June , it was reported
that heterojunction solar cells grown epitaxially on n-type monocrystalline silicon wafers had
reached an efficiency of Polycrystalline silicon , or multicrystalline silicon multi-Si cells are
made from cast square ingotsâ€”large blocks of molten silicon carefully cooled and solidified.
They consist of small crystals giving the material its typical metal flake effect. Polysilicon cells
are the most common type used in photovoltaics and are less expensive, but also less efficient,
than those made from monocrystalline silicon. Ribbon silicon is a type of polycrystalline
siliconâ€”it is formed by drawing flat thin films from molten silicon and results in a
polycrystalline structure. These cells are cheaper to make than multi-Si, due to a great reduction
in silicon waste, as this approach does not require sawing from ingots. This form was
developed in the s and introduced commercially around Also called cast-mono, this design
uses polycrystalline casting chambers with small "seeds" of mono material. The result is a bulk
mono-like material that is polycrystalline around the outsides. When sliced for processing, the
inner sections are high-efficiency mono-like cells but square instead of "clipped" , while the
outer edges are sold as conventional poly. This production method results in mono-like cells at
poly-like prices. Thin-film technologies reduce the amount of active material in a cell. Most
designs sandwich active material between two panes of glass. Since silicon solar panels only
use one pane of glass, thin film panels are approximately twice as heavy as crystalline silicon
panels, although they have a smaller ecological impact determined from life cycle analysis.
However cadmium is highly toxic and tellurium anion : "telluride" supplies are limited. The
cadmium present in the cells would be toxic if released. However, release is impossible during
normal operation of the cells and is unlikely during fires in residential roofs. Copper indium
gallium selenide CIGS is a direct band gap material. Traditional methods of fabrication involve
vacuum processes including co-evaporation and sputtering. Recent developments at IBM and
Nanosolar attempt to lower the cost by using non-vacuum solution processes. Silicon thin-film
cells are mainly deposited by chemical vapor deposition typically plasma-enhanced, PE-CVD
from silane gas and hydrogen gas. Depending on the deposition parameters, this can yield
amorphous silicon a-Si or a-Si:H , protocrystalline silicon or nanocrystalline silicon nc-Si or
nc-Si:H , also called microcrystalline silicon. Amorphous silicon is the most well-developed thin
film technology to-date. An amorphous silicon a-Si solar cell is made of non-crystalline or
microcrystalline silicon. Amorphous silicon has a higher bandgap 1. The production of a-Si thin
film solar cells uses glass as a substrate and deposits a very thin layer of silicon by
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition PECVD. Protocrystalline silicon with a low volume

fraction of nanocrystalline silicon is optimal for high open circuit voltage. The top cell in a-Si
absorbs the visible light and leaves the infrared part of the spectrum for the bottom cell in nc-Si.
The semiconductor material gallium arsenide GaAs is also used for single-crystalline thin film
solar cells. Although GaAs cells are very expensive, they hold the world's record in efficiency
for a single-junction solar cell at Based on the previous literature and some theoretical analysis,
there are several reasons why GaAs has such high power conversion efficiency. First, GaAs
bandgap is 1. Second, because Gallium is a by-product of the smelting of other metals, GaAs
cells are relatively insensitive to heat and it can keep high efficiency when temperature is quite
high. Third, GaAs has the wide range of design options. Using GaAs as active layer in solar cell,
engineers can have multiple choices of other layers which can better generate electrons and
holes in GaAs. Multi-junction cells consist of multiple thin films, each essentially a solar cell
grown on top of another, typically using metalorganic vapour phase epitaxy. Each layer has a
different band gap energy to allow it to absorb electromagnetic radiation over a different portion
of the spectrum. Multi-junction cells were originally developed for special applications such as
satellites and space exploration , but are now used increasingly in terrestrial concentrator
photovoltaics CPV , an emerging technology that uses lenses and curved mirrors to
concentrate sunlight onto small, highly efficient multi-junction solar cells. By concentrating
sunlight up to a thousand times, High concentration photovoltaics HCPV has the potential to
outcompete conventional solar PV in the future. Tandem solar cells based on monolithic, series
connected, gallium indium phosphide GaInP , gallium arsenide GaAs , and germanium Ge pâ€”n
junctions, are increasing sales, despite cost pressures. Those materials include gallium 4N, 6N
and 7N Ga , arsenic 4N, 6N and 7N and germanium, pyrolitic boron nitride pBN crucibles for
growing crystals, and boron oxide, these products are critical to the entire substrate
manufacturing industry. In , a new approach was described for producing hybrid photovoltaic
wafers combining the high efficiency of III-V multi-junction solar cells with the economies and
wealth of experience associated with silicon. The technical complications involved in growing
the III-V material on silicon at the required high temperatures, a subject of study for some 30
years, are avoided by epitaxial growth of silicon on GaAs at low temperature by
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition PECVD. A dual-junction solar cell with a band gap
of 1. The two cells therefore are separated by a transparent glass slide so the lattice mismatch
does not cause strain to the system. This creates a cell with four electrical contacts and two
junctions that demonstrated an efficiency of However, using a GaAs substrate is expensive and
not practical. Hence researchers try to make a cell with two electrical contact points and one
junction, which does not need a GaAs substrate. This means there will be direct integration of
GaInP and Si. Perovskite solar cells are solar cells that include a perovskite -structured material
as the active layer. Most commonly, this is a solution-processed hybrid organic-inorganic tin or
lead halide based material. So far most types of perovskite solar cells have not reached
sufficient operational stability to be commercialised, although many research groups are
investigating ways to solve this. With a transparent rear side, bifacial solar cells can absorb
light from both the front and rear sides. Hence, they can produce more electricity than
conventional monofacial solar cells. The first patent of bifacial solar cells was filed by Japanese
researcher Hiroshi Mori, in Antonio Luque. Based on US and Spanish patents by Luque, a
practical bifacial cell was proposed with a front face as anode and a rear face as cathode; in
previously reported proposals and attempts both faces were anodic and interconnection
between cells was complicated and expensive. Due to the reduced manufacturing cost,
companies have again started to produce commercial bifacial modules since By , there were at
least eight certified PV manufacturers providing bifacial modules in North America. Due to the
significant interest in the bifacial technology, a recent study has investigated the performance
and optimization of bifacial solar modules worldwide. Sun et al. An online simulation tool is
available to model the performance of bifacial modules in any arbitrary location across the
entire world. It can also optimize bifacial modules as a function of tilt angle, azimuth angle, and
elevation above the ground. Intermediate band photovoltaics in solar cell research provides
methods for exceeding the Shockleyâ€”Queisser limit on the efficiency of a cell. It introduces an
intermediate band IB energy level in between the valence and conduction bands. Theoretically,
introducing an IB allows two photons with energy less than the bandgap to excite an electron
from the valence band to the conduction band. This increases the induced photocurrent and
thereby efficiency. Luque and Marti first derived a theoretical limit for an IB device with one
midgap energy level using detailed balance. They assumed no carriers were collected at the IB
and that the device was under full concentration. They found the maximum efficiency to be In ,
researchers at California NanoSystems Institute discovered using kesterite and perovskite
improved electric power conversion efficiency for solar cells. Photon upconversion is the
process of using two low-energy e. Either of these techniques could be used to produce higher

efficiency solar cells by allowing solar photons to be more efficiently used. The difficulty,
however, is that the conversion efficiency of existing phosphors exhibiting up- or
down-conversion is low, and is typically narrow band. Upconversion process occurs when two
infrared photons are absorbed by rare-earth ions to generate a high-energy absorbable photon.
As example, the energy transfer upconversion process ETU , consists in successive transfer
processes between excited ions in the near infrared. The upconverter material could be placed
below the solar cell to absorb the infrared light that passes through the silicon. Useful ions are
most commonly found in the trivalent state. The excited ion emits light above the Si bandgap
that is absorbed by the solar cell and creates an additional electronâ€”hole pair that can
generate current. However, the increased efficiency was small. Dye-sensitized solar cells
DSSCs are made of low-cost materials and do not need elaborate manufacturing equipment, so
they can be made in a DIY fashion. In bulk it should be significantly less expensive than older
solid-state cell designs. Typically a ruthenium metalorganic dye Ru-centered is used as a
monolayer of light-absorbing material, which is adsorbed onto a thin film of titanium dioxide.
The photogenerated electrons from the light absorbing dye are passed on to the n-type TiO 2
and the holes are absorbed by an electrolyte on the other side of the dye. The circuit is
completed by a redox couple in the electrolyte, which can be liquid or solid. This type of cell
allows more flexible use of materials and is typically manufactured by screen printing or
ultrasonic nozzles , with the potential for lower processing costs than those used for bulk solar
cells. However, the dyes in these cells also suffer from degradation under heat and UV light and
the cell casing is difficult to seal due to the solvents used in assembly. Due to this reason,
researchers have developed solid-state dye-sensitized solar cells that use a solid electrolyte ot
avoid leakage. Quantum dot solar cells QDSCs are based on the Gratzel cell, or dye-sensitized
solar cell architecture, but employ low band gap semiconductor nanoparticles , fabricated with
crystallite sizes small enough to form quantum dots such as CdS , CdSe , Sb 2 S 3 , PbS , etc.
They also have high extinction coefficients and have shown the possibility of multiple exciton
generation. This TiO 2 layer can then be made photoactive by coating with semiconductor
quantum dots using chemical bath deposition , electrophoretic deposition or successive ionic
layer adsorption and reaction. The electrical circuit is then completed through the use of a
liquid or solid redox couple. They can be processed from liquid solution, offering the possibility
of a simple roll-to-roll printing process, potentially leading to inexpensive, large-scale
production. In addition, these cells could be beneficial for some applications where mechanical
flexibility and disposability are important. Current cell efficiencies are, however, very low, and
practical devices are essentially non-existent. Energy conversion efficiencies achieved to date
using conductive polymers are very low compared to inorganic materials. However, Konarka
Power Plastic reached efficiency of 8. The active region of an organic device consists of two
materials, one electron donor and one electron acceptor. When a photon is converted into an
electron hole pair, typically in the donor material, the charges tend to remain bound in the form
of an exciton , separating when the exciton diffuses to the donor-acceptor interface, unlike most
other solar cell types. The short exciton diffusion lengths of most polymer systems tend to limit
the efficiency of such devices. Nanostructured interfaces, sometimes in the form of bulk
heterojunctions, can improve performance. They used block copolymers , self-assembling
organic materials that arrange themselves into distinct layers. An adaptive material responds to
the intensity and angle of incident light. At the part of the cell where the light is most intense,
the cell surface changes from reflective to adaptive, allowing the light to penetrate the cell. The
other parts of the cell remain reflective increasing the retention of the absorbed light within the
cell. In , a system was developed that combined an adaptive surface with a glass substrate that
redirect the absorbed to a light absorber on the edges of the sheet. As the day continues, the
concentrated light moves along the surface of the cell. That surface switches from reflective to
adaptive when the light is most concentrated and back to reflective after the light moves along.
For the past years, researchers have been trying to reduce the price of solar cells while
maximizing efficiency. Thin-film solar cell is a cost-effective second generation solar cell with
much reduced thickness at the expense of light absorption efficiency. Efforts to maximize light
absorption efficiency with reduced thickness have been made. Surface texturing is one of
techniques used to reduce optical losses to maximize light absorbed. Currently, surface
texturing techniques on silicon photovoltaics are drawing much attention. Surface texturing
could be done in multiple ways. Etching single crystalline silicon substrate can produce
randomly distributed square based pyramids on the surface using anisotropic etchants.
Multicrystalline silicon solar cells, due to poorer crystallographic quality, are less effective than
single crystal solar cells, but mc-Si solar cells are still being used widely due to less
manufacturing difficulties. It is reported that multicrystalline solar cells can be surface-textured
to yield solar energy conversion efficiency comparable to that of monocrystalline silicon cells,

through isotropic etching or photolithography techniques. Rather some light rays are bounced
back onto the other surface again due to the geometry of the surface. This process significantly
improves light to electricity conversion efficiency, due to increased light absorption. This
texture effect as well as the interaction with other interfaces in the PV module is a challenging
optical simulation task. Consequently, required thickness for solar cells decreases with the
increased absorption of light rays. Solar cells are commonly encapsulated in a transparent
polymeric resin to protect the delicate solar cell regions for coming into contact with moisture,
dirt, ice, and other conditions expected either during operation or when used outdoors. The
encapsulants are commonly made from polyvinyl acetate or glass. Most encapsulants are
uniform in structure and composition, which increases light collection owing to light trapping
from total internal reflection of light within the resin. Research has been conducted into
structuring the encapsulant to provide further collection of light. Such encapsulants have
included roughened glass surfaces, [] diffractive elements, [] prism arrays, [] air prisms, []
v-grooves, [] diffuse elements, as well as multi-directional waveguide arrays. Optical structures
have also been created in encapsulation materials to effectively "cloak" the metallic front
contacts. Solar cells share some of the same processing and manufacturing techniques as
other semiconductor devices. However, the strict requirements for cleanliness and quality
control of semiconductor fabrication are more relaxed for solar cells, lowering costs.
Polycrystalline silicon wafers are made by wire-sawing block-cast silicon ingots into to
micrometer wafers. The wafers are usually lightly p-type -doped. A surface diffusion of n-type
dopants is performed on the front side of the wafer. This forms a pâ€”n junction a few hundred
nanometers below the surface. Anti-reflection coatings are then typically applied to increase the
amount of light coupled into the solar cell. Silicon nitride has gradually replaced titanium
dioxide as the preferred material, because of its excellent surface passivation qualities. It
prevents carrier recombination at the cell surface. A layer several hundred nanometers thick is
applied using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition. Some solar cells have textured
front surfaces that, like anti-reflection coatings, increase the amount of light reaching the wafer.
Such surfaces were first applied to single-crystal silicon, followed by multicrystalline silicon
somewhat later. A full area metal contact is made on the back surface, and a grid-like metal
contact made up of fine "fingers" and larger "bus bars" are screen-printed onto the front
surface using a silver paste. This is an evolution of the so-called "wet" process for applying
electrodes, first described in a US patent filed in by Bayer AG. Usually this contact covers the
entire rear, though some designs employ a grid pattern. The paste is then fired at several
hundred degrees Celsius to form metal electrodes in ohmic contact with the silicon. Some
companies use an additional electroplating step to increase efficiency. After the metal contacts
are made, the solar cells are interconnected by flat wires or metal ribbons, and assembled into
modules or "solar panels". Solar panels have a sheet of tempered glass on the front, and a
polymer encapsulation on the back. National Renewable Energy Laboratory tests and validates
solar technologies. Between and cell production has quadrupled. Since China has been the
world's leading installer of solar photovoltaics PV. In , Malaysia was the world's third largest
manufacturer of photovoltaics equipment, behind China and the European Union. Solar energy
production in the U. Solar cells degrade over time and lose their efficiency. Solar cells in
extreme climates, such as desert or polar, are more prone to degradation due to exposure to
harsh UV light and snow loads respectively. The International Renewable Energy Agency
estimated that the amount of solar panel waste generated in was 43,â€”, metric tons. This
number is estimated to increase substantially by , reaching an estimated waste volume of
60â€”78 million metric tons in Solar panels are recycled through different methods. The
recycling process include a three step process, module recycling, cell recycling and waste
handling, to break down Si modules and recover various materials. Some solar modules For
example: First Solar CdTe solar module contains toxic materials like lead and cadmium which,
when broken, could possible leach into the soil and contaminate the environment. The First
Solar panel recycling plant opened in Rousset, France in It was set to recycle tonnes of solar
panel waste a year, and can increase its capacity to tonnes. Renewable energy portal. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For convection cells on the sun's surface, see Granule solar
physics. See also: Photovoltaics. Photodiode used to produce power from light on a large scale.
Main article: Photovoltaic system. Main article: Timeline of solar cells. Price per watt history for
conventional c-Si solar cells since Swanson's law â€” the learning curve of solar PV. Growth of
photovoltaics â€” Worldwide total installed PV capacity. Main article: Theory of solar cells. Main
article: Solar cell efficiency. Main article: Crystalline silicon. Main article: Monocrystalline
silicon. Main article: Polycrystalline silicon. Main article: Thin-film solar cell. Main article:
Cadmium telluride photovoltaics. Main article: Copper indium gallium selenide solar cell. Main
article: Multi-junction solar cell. See also: Solar cell research. Main article: Perovskite solar cell.
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The problem with my pressure washer is actually different than yours, the control head is
leaking due to frost damage I suspect, which is going to cost me about 35 euro to replace. Hi
Paul, Thanks for your comments, and sorry about your kitchen countertop! Annoyingly, I could
never find out what grade the oil is, so rather than fork out loads of money on the real thing, I
simply used a good quality engine oil, that I had in abundance in my garage , and put about 1
litre in the housing. Now, that might have been a daft thing to do, but I reckoned that if it's good
enough for my car engine, it's good enough for my Karcher. I'm not sure where you live, talking
in euros and countertops , but I'm sure you'll find plenty of local 'online' suppliers if you want to
use the genuine oil. As we both agree, if you can do it yourself it's a darn sight cheaper than
either having it repaired, or buying a new one! Good luck with the repair, and fitting a new
kitchen. Regards Smugdane. The oil is mainly there for cooling purposes he says. So I'll get
some regular oil at Halfords or so. Cheers Paul - That's really interesting data that you've
supplied, and I'm sure that it will help others looking for similar information. Perhaps my use of
good quality engine oil wasn't so dumb after all. It did make 'logical' sense to me at the time. As
it happens, my 1 litre of engine oil did pretty well fill the housing to within about a couple of cms
of the top, but a heck of a lot cheaper. Once again, thanks so much for your input. Mijn beste
wensen overbrengen. Great article and may possibly save me a "Senior's Moment". I bought a
Karcher K3. After 2 years of very occasional use it now surges when trigger is not depressed
and the water is leaking out the bottom as well as the loss of pressure. AT least now you have
shown at least there ways around scrapping and buying a new one, which is what all the blogs
say on Karcher Forums not surprisingly!!! Many thanks for the info but my dog could roll over how can a great dane type???? Hi Ticked Off - I'm glad that you found the blog of interest. Other
than the problem outlined in my blog, I had an earlier problem that was almost identical to the
one that you've outlined. To confirm where my Karcher was leaking, I simply unscrewed the
Karcher housing and removed the front panel. I then laid the machine on it's back so that all the
components stayed in place , then I re-connected the inlet hose and lance hose, plugged in and
switched the unit on, and clocked where the water was leaking from. That confirmed the
defective part in minutes, and a search on E-spares located a replacement part very quickly.

Hopefully this may help, so good luck Oh yes, by the way, if your dog can only roll over then
shame on you as his master. Don't under estimate the skill of the Great Dane especially when
trained to type from the age of only 6 months!!! Hi smugdane The saga continues. The little
valves look OK and the pistons seam fine. Rebuilt the whole thing and tried it today - the
pressure has improved but I still get the pulsing when the trigger is off?????? I will try your
trick and switch it on with body removed. Why does Karcher have so many different models???
I suspect that way each seller can quote lowest selling price for his unique model number I
suspect I tried e-spares but the only parts they show for a K3. And this is supposed to be the
Anniversary Model??? I wonder which models use the same parts - surely many parts are
identical through the mmodel range??? WIll keep you posted and thanks for the help - couldn't
find help anywhere esle and I hate to throw out a 2 year old pressure washer. Hi Smugdane Can
you give me some advise? Stripped the casing off the Karcher to see what is leaking and found
a lot of pressure coming out of this region See Photo. If I have understood your description
properly, I take it that you are getting high pressure water squirting out around the pump unit,
which is what's shown in the pictures on this blog page and, if that is the case, then I would
suspect one of the rubber seals has perished or the pump casing is split. It's difficult to know
without seeing it first hand. That may at least identify the problem. Sorry I can't be more helpful
than that. What a fantastic piece of work,concise clear and accurate information. This has
helped me by a huge amount. I am extremely great ful thank you. Where does the oil go into?
I've just stripped the pump off, unfortunately the oil has leaked Hi Anonymous - Imagine that the
machine is upside down and that you've just taken the pump unit off 'the top'. After removing
the pump unit, you will be looking down into a 'chamber' and you'll see the Swash Plate See the
drawing in the blog above. The oil goes straight into that 'chamber', but make sure you put the
pump unit back on and tighten the bolts BEFORE you turn the unit upright again, otherwise
you'll have oil all down yer leg!!! Hope that helps. Just wander if any one had a problem with
karcher pulsing while trigger is pressed down ON and water pulses as well. I have stripped one
down maybe 4 time nothing suspicious. The same type of pump as on pictures. Hi Anonymous.
I'm afraid that I'm not a Karcher expert, so I'm probably not the best placed to give advice on
your 'pulsing' problem. Clear by soaking the accessory in warm soapy water and then rinsing
out under the tap. It's probably something quite simple, so good luck with sorting it out at
minimal cost. My Karcher washer, is a M model, it is working but not in overdrive with full
pressure?. I would appreciate any help in this matter Regards. Hi Anonymous - I have to level
with you and say that I'm no Karcher expert or engineer, but just a simple DIY geek who likes to
try and do his own repairs, so I'm not the best person to offer advice. If you try all the most
common 'faults' listed in the Troubleshooting section and still have low pressure, then I would
be suspecting that the Pump Unit has a faulty valve s , or seal, and you can either take the unit
apart and see if there's anything obviously wrong, OR you will need to take it to an authorised
Karcher repairer, which naturally is what Karcher strongly recommend. I'm sorry I can't be more
help for your model, but good luck in getting it back to full life. The owner described that the
unit would work fine for a bit then lose pressure. I knew it had to be something simple : Thanks
for the excellent info! Hi Anonymous - I'm really glad that you found this post useful. Good luck
with the repair. Hi, I have a K3. I have not been able to remove the pump from the metal housing
because the connector is in the way. I have tried to turn it so it will go through the recess on the
housing but it will not move, I do not wish to break it so I have not tried too hard. Any ideas
please. The machine still works well but the leak appears to affect the pressure switch. Hi
Anonymous - I'm really sorry that I can't help you on this one. I've never taken a K3. The best
that I can suggest is that you search for "K3. Hope you find some useful guidance there. Good
luck. My K3. It turned out that the "O" ring on the detergent inlet was nipped in assembly or
pushed out like a hernia causing significant leak and no detergent flow. To get it off the reason
for the reply , I used a gentle tugging with gently set Mole grips and pushed the plastic
assembly through the formed metal plate with the other hand. Hi smugdane It started off upright
until the worlds biggest wasp decided to try and enter my ear, a small girlie moment later and
the damage was done!!! Hi, I found the oil grade for my motor k3. Well i got some and will try it
soon Hi what is the underside of the Pump Housing called? Hi Roberto - I think you'll find that
this is called the 'Cylinder Head'. Hope this helps. Mines stared to hunt when I Put a drain hose
on. It hunted faster and lost pressure nearly a bin job until I found this site. I'm glad you found
this blog useful! Hope you get your washer going again for a fraction of the cost of a new one. I
have a Karcher K and the water is being delivered at a lower pressure which only becomes
obvious when I use the T racer which causes the unit to pulse, I have stripped it down which is
relatively easy and run the motor out of its casing with no obvious leaks, I did look at all the
parts from the head which I stripped with nothing obvious, but only visually examined the
cylinder assembly which looked ok, but i'll have another look. When I removed the 4 large bolts

it exposes the engine pistons and the bearing, this only contains grease, am I to presume that
the oil is in the lower cylinder, and if the little pistons in the cylinder are ok is there anything
which should be obvious, all the 'o' seals are ok. Hi Martin - I'm afraid that I'm not familiar with
the K, so I can't pass comment on your query about the "oil being in the lower chamber" and I
wouldn't feel confident in giving any advice in this respect. However, when I took my own
Karcher apart, the defective 'valves' were clearly evident. If close examination of the various
parts of your own K look totally OK, and there are no evident leaks, then I personally would
suspect that there may be insufficient water pressure getting to the pump. If all that's OK, have
you tried running the machine without the lance hose connected to the machine, can get a bit
wet!! I mention the latter only because you might simply have a restriction or blockage in the
lance hose. Other than trying the obvious things, I'm sorry that I can't be much more help.
Maybe another 'reader' has had a similar problem who could offer some advice. Anyway, good
luck, and if you do find out what's wrong, please post the results, as this may also help other
readers. I cannot undo the screws on the body of my K2. If you haven't got a set of Torx headed
screwdrivers you can often still undo them using a small slot headed screwdriver, as long as
you press down hard to keep the slot head in the 'grooves'. You might risk minor damage to the
screw heads, but without the right 'bits' it's probably the only way to undo them. Many thanks
Torx heads are a new one on me Found I had a set of Torx screwdrivers It's just that the tricks
work about as well as Tommy Cooper's did! Hi all My very little used Karcher K3. I took the
pump apart and although all looked ok I ordered and fitted a new cylinder head but this hasn't
sorted the problem. I also today removed the motor from its casing but there was no signs of
burning either visually or by smell. I have also connected the garden hose and lance whilst the
casing is removed but no leaks are visible. I really can't afford a new pressure washer plus as I
have said this one hasn't had much use probably 3 hours in the years I have owned it. When it
pulses you can see a small valve that the detergent pick up tube is connected too move up and
down. Any ideas would be appreciated. Sorry to say, but this problem is not one for which I
have had any experience, so I can't offer any helpful suggestions. Hopefully, other readers
might come to the rescue. If you ever DO find the reason for the problem, please do post details
on this blog so that others can learn from your experiences. Good luck - hope you get it fixed
soon. Will do. I have ordered a tube of silicon grease so once that arrives I will take the pump
apart again and lubricate all the O rings and see if that makes a difference. Just an update,
today I fitted a new upper casing of the pump which includes the detergent valve and I'm
pleased to report I now have full pressure plus the pulsing of the motor has now stopped. I too
purchased a replacement Karcher before deciding to attempt a repair so I now have two
pressure washers! Thanks for the update Paul. It's always useful to know how people, like
yourself, manage to overcome these frustrating technical problems. Like myself, you now have
TWO pressure washers, but at least if one stops working we both have a 'standby' whilst we try
and repair the other. Hello Smugdane. I am just about to get Torx tools to open my Karcher A
power washer but I don't want to be like Paul Gann above and regret it if I can't put it back
together again. I can't find a manual for it on-line or indoors. I am more than half way through
washing my slabs and want them finished now. The motor sounds strong and has plenty of
power when I put the water hose through it without the power spray. But little power coming
through the power spray. I shall let you know how I get on. Hi Jane, I wish you success with
your repair. If you have a mobile phone, or other camera handy, I always think it a good idea to
take regular 'shots' as you dismantle the washer, and be methodical as to where you place the
various screws and bolts once you remove them. This way, you should be able to re-assemble
again without too much worry. One word of advice, that I mentioned in my blog above , DO keep
the pump housing 'upright' when you remove the pump from the main motor body, because it is
full of thin oil which will go everywhere if you're not careful. Thanks for your post and good luck
Hi again Jane - Just as an update, the 'E-Spares' website have User Manuals available for
download, including one for the KA, and there are also good 'exploded view' diagrams available
on Karcher's web site. Hope that helps? Hi , I have a karcher k3. The motor sounds ok but there
is no water coming out at all. How do i get at the filter or where is it? Have you checked the
water flow without having the high pressure hose and lance connected to the main body? It's
just that if there is plenty of pressure at this point, its more likely that the lance is blocked. If
there's no pressure at THAT point, then it could be the water filter, insufficient water pressure
from your garden hose connection, or one or more broken valves in the pressure housing. I
have a k3. I thanked the heavens when I came across your article and proceeded to strip it
down; only to find that I hadnt got the strength to undo the pump case retaining bolts. I have
since put some penetrating oil on them in the hope that they may loosen but any tips would be
welcome. Hi Tony B - As I've mentioned to previous reader's enquiries, I'm not a Karcher
engineer, or any other kind of engineer for that matter , but simply someone who likes to know

how things work by taking them apart! Anyway, that said, I can't offer any 'tips' about undoing
the pump case bolts other than trying some penetrating oil like you're already doing, so I hope
that works If you manage to identify the problem, please DO re-post on this blog and let readers
know how you get on. Thanks Smugdane. I managed to borrow a large Alan key that fitted the
bolts and by using a metal tube as an extention, managed to exert enough pressure to remove
them. So the pump has been stripped down. However I could not find any obvious faults so
have ordered a new valve set and a new cylinder head unit. The photo of your cylinder head
unit, differed from mine and I had no caps on the valves to lever off. If you get my guist. Anyway
I only hope that this solves my prob and will let you know later. Thanks for the update Tony - I
really hope that you will solve your problem with the new parts. Hi smugdane. Final roundup!!
Put all together again. Managed to get a little more power but there is still a big leak coming
from under the capacitor housing and I am unable to fathom out how to get at it. It all looks like
its held together by plastic clips and looks very fragile. Anyway, Ive managed to get the terrace
finished and that was my main aim. Thanks again for your counsel Tony. Hi smugdane - I have a
k2. I have a trickle of water coming through and the motor is going round fine. I have followed
countless youtube videos and read many blogs which have resulted in me finding the problem
way down in the gear box. There are two round gears which rotate around a central gear, these
have shattered and need replacing. I have cleaned every last spec of metal shard from within
the housing. This leaves me with one problem Where to buy the replacement gears from???!!!!
Any ideas? As I cannot find any and even looking for a part number throws a blank You can
help and you know who to call A team needed!! Hi Anonymous, I'm not familiar with gears deep
down in the bowels of the motor, but it sounds like a new or refurb motor to me! I seriously
think that the only way of getting your hands on these two gear wheels is to contact Karcher
Service direct. I really don't think you'll find spares of this kind other than through Karcher, but
hats off to you for stripping the machine down and giving a DIY repair a shot. If you have any
joy, please do re-post and let our readers know how you get on. Hi smugdane, Great article
which has been very helpful to me in understanding the workings of the pressure washer. Like
you, I bought a new Karcher washer when my K3. I am now trying to fix the faults. Briefly, I lent
the machine out; when it came back it leaked like a running tap as soon as the water was turned
on. The inlet elbow looked like it had burst literally like an eruption on the point of the elbow. I
replaced the elbow but then the machine leaked from the cylinder head. I found one of the three
grooved rubber rings was split; I replaced all three. The machine then appeared to work ok but
seemed down on pressure. Although the valves etc had looked alright, I surmised that maybe
the valve springs were weak, so I replaced the complete cylinder head. The only difference this
made was that when I turned on the power the motor ran continuously, whereas before it
correctly only ran when the trigger was operated. I have tried the old lance and gun fitted to my
new machine and they are ok. I did notice a few weeks ago that there was a kink in the high
pressure hose; I straighten it and now cannot find it, so I was wondering whether there might be
an obstruction in the hose. The new machine has a different connector. Having said that, I tried
running the faulty machine with the outlet hose disconnected: water came out but at what
seemed to me to be less than the mains water stream. I would appreciate any advice you can
offer. Hi colbee - Wow - seems like you've really been hands on to try and repair your K3. Not
sure that I can be of any real help but, for what it's worth, these are my thoughts, and they're
ONLY thoughts. Based upon what you have described, there could be two problems; 1. There
could be insufficient water pressure getting into the washer via your house hose supply. If your
house hose supply is OK, it might be worth checking the inlet filter on the washer to make sure
that there's no debris restricting the water pressure entering the washer. If it were my machine,
I'd firstly do what you've already done, namely connect the house hose to the machine, and with
the pressure hose and lance left off, see what pressure of water comes out of the washer. This
sounds like it could be a faulty pressure switch! I don't know how much you've spent so far, but
obviously there comes a point when it's not cost effective to KEEP buying spare parts to try and
get an older machine to work again, but many of the parts are quite reasonably priced and
available, so it's probably worth going that extra mile now that you've done so much work! In
any case, it's always good to have a spare washer, and the sense of achievement, when you do
get it working again, is well worth it. Good luck, and please do re-post to this blog if you
manage to resolve the issues. Hi there, first off let me also add my appreciation that you've
firstly taken the time to write this up and then to follow up the questions openly and honestly
thereafter! Its great to see and well done! I'm no Karcher pressure washer engineer but nuts are
nuts, bolts are bolts and springs, valves and O rings are If its broken then whats to lose?! Apart
from some oil! Background info - washing my car one day the pressure washer lost pressure
and the motor was constantly running When I looked closer I noticed the stream of water
running from the plastic casing. Stripping the plastics off and running it showed water running

out of the area around the washing fluid inlet but it was also running from the other side which I
initially thought was where the leak was. The final fix is yet to be achieved but below is what I
have done so far! I started by finding an exploded view of the 'gubbins' of the pressure washer
on ransom spares. If its a leak somewhere then garden hose pressure should be enough to
locate it but you may have to orientate the pressure washer with plastics off the right way to see
where the water is actually coming from as opposed to where its running from Obviously I had
fixed my damage but the original damaged seal remained! Duuuuh I thought the silver metal
cover shown in your photo above wouldn't come off when first stripping it down as it seemed 'at
one' with the plastic but after some focused prizing with a small flat blade screwdriver today the
metal bottom came off along with the white plastic washer fluid inlet. This inlet is a pushfit
piece, held in by another rubber o ring and it is this O ring that has a characteristic degradation
split in it shown as part of the assembly named 'front housing modular compact' item 3 on
Ransoms website. I can't seem to order the O ring separate from the assy so I'm going to have a
poke around at work and see if, by chance, there's something the same size before hunting
around on the net any further. Apart from spilling some oil and causing some damage by
nipping that triangular seal, its been a lot of fun seeing how this works and I'm certain this leak
can be fixed. There aren't that many seals that can split and to be honest, if you're paying the
same price for postage as you are for a seal then you might want to consider buying all the
main seals in one go. Power to the DIY people! Hi Glen, and thanks for posting such a
comprehensive and positive description concerning repairs to your own Karcher. I fully agree
with you that it IS quite good fun taking items apart and finding out how things work and, as you
rightly say, what have you got to lose! Power to the DIY people indeed. Thanks again for your
support. Hi All, I have a K2. So I decided to strip the unit only to find that it is not the usual
culprits? To cut a long story short, behind the swash plate and bearings there are what appear
to be 2 white nylon planetary gears, which in my unit have disintegrated into small bits. Try as I
may i cannot get these as spare parts not even from Karcher UK? Definitely will NOT be buying
another one of a there units as I'm sure all there motors would have the same basic design and
this looks like a weak point in that design! Hi Anonymous - Sorry to hear that you can't get the
spares They do say on their site that if the part you want isn't listed to give them a ring. Other
than that it looks like a new washer Lost all pressure at the rotor head and looked round to see
water and foam from cleaning agent in use pouring out through the front of the machine.
Thanks to here, opened up 8 torx screws and crack found in the plastic outlet elbow. Quick,
cheap repair when compared to cost of replacement pressure washer. Very likely weakened by
frost damage. Water can pool at this point. In future, it will be stored indoors over winter. Nice
one Mark - Glad you found my blog helpful. The very same thing happened to one of my own
Karchers about 4 years ago, and it was such a quick and cheap fix. Hi, smugdane I have
problem with my karcher 3. Only working when pressurized water supplied in suction.. I was 4
times disassembly the pump, filter, piston, seal, and no broken sign.. Is the karcher spec only
using pressurized water supplay or no? Hi wwn - I'm no expert on Karcher pressure washers,
but as far as I'm aware, kits for feeding from water butts etc. As your washer works fine when
using the mains water as a supply, it sounds to me like the hose you use from the bucket is
blocked or kinked! Have you checked that your water bucket hose is absolutely clear and free
flowing? Is the seal for piston available or sold separately from the pump assembly? I feel the
pressure little bit degradation from new until now.. If you can't see what you're looking for, then
it might be worth giving Ransom Spares a ring! Im from indonesia, i think very pricey to buy
from UK including shipment.. I will Use this karcher until the end of service.. Nice posting and
helpfull blog Hi wwn - I didn't realise that you were from Indonesia so I can quite understand
what you're saying about the cost of buying spares from the UK, particularly once shipping is
added. I'm sorry that I haven't really been a lot of help to you, but thank you for your kind
comments. Just want to say thanks for your article. Gave me the confidence to repair my own
K3. You are right, once you get the covers off, they are not that complex. The only complex
thing about them is the plethora of model numbers - Karcher seems to have different models for
each retailer! Thanks Anonymous and I'm so glad you managed to repair your Karcher rather
than just dump it. I do agree with your comments about the model numbers - They confuse the
hell out of me as well!! Filled chamber with auto transmission fluid as thats all i had around. Has
worked fine for a few hours since. Hi Anonymous, and thanks for providing a very useful tip for
the readers Thank you so much for this, it's given me the confidence to try repairing my own
pressureless jetwash. I've given myself something to do for the weekend. Nice one Keith - Just
remember to be 'logical' as you dismantle the washer. If you don't manage to effect a repair
you've lost nothing If you DO manage to repair the washer you will probably done it for minimal
cost and you will feel a great sense of accomplishment!! Good luck Reading your blog ref
Karcher pressure washer, very interesting and informative. I have a karcher K2. It too has

suddenly lost pressure and there are no apparent leaks. Luckily I read about keeping the pump
upright before taking it apart and spilling the oil. Having done so, I found the oil to be a dirty
grey silvery colour indicating it had been contaminated with water. I have since ordered 3 new
oil seals for the Pistons and am waiting for delivery. Needless to say, if this doesn't solve the
problem I will have to scrap the machine but will never buy another Karcher again! Fingers
crossed, replacing the piston seals might just solve the problem I have had one new set from
Karcher as they split, but they still won't turn. Has anyone else had this problem please? I wish
I'd read these postings first. That way I might not have oil from the gearbox all over my worktop.
I have since found sites saying the oil is '10W non detergent' but nowhere can I find out how
much oil to put in. Is it meant to be full to the brim, half full etc? Any advice would be much
appreciated. Btw: 1. What a great set of postings by Smug Dane. Karcher won't put the parts
diagrams online. Be careful as the parts numbers are for US models with V electrics but it at
least gives you the name of the part and show how they fit together. Hi Anonymous - Thanks for
your very useful and kind comments. Hello everyone my karcher pressure washer has just
stopped working for me after 5 mins of washing the car and it won't switch on now. Any tips
would be great its on 18 months old thanks kay. Hi Kay - Not exactly an easy one to resolve
without seeing the machine. I guess you've tried the most obvious 1st step and checked the
wiring and fuse in the mains plug? If that's OK it could well be an electrical problem in the
Karcher itself, such as a bad electrical connection, defunked switch, etc. Sorry I can't be more
specific Great stuff, wonder if you can help. I have a basic K2 which has developed an internal
leak. My problem is pretty basic - how to get the covers off. So far as i can see there are only 3
torx headed screws holding the thing together. One at the top in the fixed handle section and
the other two on the sides on holding the electical cable inlet are and the other forming the
'holster' for the handset. I've removed all three but the 'shell' remains as tight as an immature
oyster. I cannot see any other recessed screws etc. Fact I don't see too well these days
probably does not help, but I don't think I've missed anything? Perhaps this model is not meant
to be taken apart? Any ideas much apprecaited. I'm sure that there will be a picture there that
will indicate where all the securing screws are located. Hope this might help This may help in
finding the screws. There should be 6 in total. Thanks very much for going to the trouble - you
have sent a much better print than i have managed to get before. The only screw head I can find
is the one marked 10 on the diagram. Unfortunately i don't see things too well these days, but
as soon as some unsuspecting visitor with better sight appears I will prevail on them to have a
proper look. Appreciate your assistance. Hi, thanks for your excellent blog. My k started
spraying water from inside the machine so as you suggested I took the cover off and tested.
This showed that the elbow piece on the output side had a split along the seam. I ordered a new
one so that looks good in no small part due to you HOWEVER I noticed that with water supply
on but the motor off there is a steady stream of water coming out of the output lance not fitted
and I am worried I also have a valve failure. From your drawing it seems likely that water will
flow like this because the inlet valves only close when pump applies pressure and I think this is
also true for outlet valves. Did you experience the same thing on your tests? Regards Les
Folkes. Hi Anonymous - Pleased you found the blog useful - There's nothing to worry about If
you attach the lance to the outlet and connect your water supply, but with NO power switched
on , pulling the trigger on the lance will result it a stream of water from the lance - no problem,
the motor only puts the water under high pressure. When I use my Karcher, I set it all up, but
before turning the power on, I operate the lance to let the water flow and clear without any
airlocks which will make the water sputter. At the end of use, I turn the switch off and operate
the lance to let the residual water pressure out. Personally, I do these two things to try and put
less strain on the machine, that's all. I hope that fitting the elbow will solve your problem - Good
luck. Hi I hv a karcher k3 65 jubilee which had a leak on cylinder head which i replaced now i
cannot get the machine to switch on hv i assembled wrongly. Hi anonymous - As mentioned in
my previous replies, I'm not a Karcher expert, just someone who enjoys 'getting things working
again'.. I take it you've checked the fuse in your plug and that any other electrical connections
within the machine are properly connected and secure? Sorry I can't be more helpful. Maybe
other contributors can help? Likewise, if you find the problem, please re-post here as a help to
others who might suffer a similar problem at some time. Hi all - found this blog whilst
attempting to repair my Kingcraft pressure washer, which is made by Karcher. Biggest problem
was I cannot find any model numbers on it, and nothing to cross-reference it with an equivalent
Karcher model. I found a PDF of the manual for it here. Giving it a kick got it going again once,
but it refused to respond to that cure a second time! Research said that the motor start
capacitor was faulty so I started a search for a replacement. I looked everywhere for one to fit
the bill, but all of the ones I found had a fixing bolt in the bottom. Eventually, I thought I had
found one on Amazon - the image looked correct, but when it arrived today, you got it - it had a

bolt on the bottom. So it is out with the hacksaw when I next get 5mins, and hopefully the new
capacitor will solve the problem. If anyone can come up with a cross-reference to Karcher for
this model, it would be helpful if I have to obtain parts in the future. I have a k2 karcher that lost
pressure today and I notice there is oil coming out with the water when I pull the trigger.
Karcher tell me I shouldn't have used it for patio cleaning and chuck it and buy another. No
chance I have hardly used it in the yrs of buying. I'm NO Karcher engineer, but I'd bet this is
your problem!! Hi, re the oil used, i have just repaired a swash pump from a petrol washer, i
phoned the agents for this machine to find out the grade of oil and was surprised to hear, i
quote, use SAE30, but any motor oil will do the job, hope this helps someone, Phil. Malcolm
After 2 years using a K4 I was unable to start it, I tried many times. Bought a new K4 which
started only after several attempts!! Today both new and old K4s started after several attempts.
Could it be due to low water pressure? Using a normal house is not a very powerful spray?? Bit
weird if it's doing the same thing on TWO machines Have you tried using one or both machines
at a friends house, just to see if they work OK there? Maybe other readers may have a
suggestion? Thanks, Paul. Same problem for me on 3. One of my inlet valves had completely
disappeared so I guess it had completely disintegrated. Hi, can anyone help me? I have taken
apart my K3. Much like the gunk found in a car with a dodgey head gasket. I took it apart as the
problem was that pressure would drop after about 5 seconds. Is this a new cylinder head
required? Thanks, Adam. Hi Adam - It's a bit difficult to assess without seeing your machine,
but it does rather sound like a new cylinder head. Before spending out though, it's probably
worth contacting Karcher and seeing what they might think it is? Sorry can't be more help, but
maybe there are other readers who can help! Hi Smugdane, Thanks for your reply. I managed to
take a few photos, not sure if they will help? But will try contacting Karcher. Is there a way of
posting photos here? Hi Adam - To be honest I'm not sure about posting photos in
the'Comments' section of the blog. You could try opening one of your photos, then clicking
'copy' and then 'pasting' into your reply. Not guaranteed, but worth a try. That didn't work But
how about this? Hi Adam - That works by copying the link and pasting into the browser. Good,
clear photos. Unfortunately, I'm none the wiser so this really is one for Karcher unless any
reader has an immediate suggestion. If you do get to the bottom of the problem, please do
re-post details back here Hi Johnny - Weird or what? Stumped me!! Maybe some other bloggers
might have some ideas? If you get to the bottom of this, please DO post your conclusions on
this Blog so that it might help any others suffering the same problem. The exact same problem
but on a different model k2. I did see a youtube video where they had the same fault but on a
petrol washer, they said it was a Stuck bypass valve? Do smaller electric washers even have a
bypass valve? Hi all. Some great reads in here. My friends K2. When it is turned on the motor
starts up but doesn't stop. I sussed that it would be a connection problem between the motor
and the pump. I stripped the washer down and unbolTed the motor section from the pump.
Surprisingly there was no oil in the motor. New seals required there then. But once I looked
inside the motor behind the plate I saw the 2 white plastic cogs in pieces inside. I have removed
them and found that it is or should be 1 part. A plastic ring with the 2 cogs fixed to it. I have
searched all day for this spare part. It is shown in the diagrams but not listed as a spare part.
Probably a design feature to sell more washers by karcher. I have always found , not just in
pressure washers but in other mechanical gear products that when plastic and metal meet,
there is only 1 winner. If anyone dies know where I could obtain said part I would be most
grateful. Hi Kevin - Many thanks for posting your comments, and a very interesting account of
another fault that could occur on a Karcher washer. Thanks also for the photos. Your Dropbox
link to the photos is published below. With regards spares, have you tried E-Spares? On their
site they have some excellent 'exploded' views of loads of different Karcher models, with all
parts numbered. I expect you've already done this but, if not, it's certainly worth a try. Hi again
Kevin - I have just found an 'exploded' view of the K2. The gears are visible, but don't seem to
have a part no. There MUST be spare gears knocking about somewhere!! Hi again well done for
sharing knowledge to help others. I too am trying to fix a K2. Hi Shane - I get the feeling that
you'll only get these cogs from Karcher themselves, or you'll have to buy a complete new motor
assembly. I really think that your best bet will be a call to Karcher UK. Hi, Having read the
previous comments with great interest I wonder if anyone can help me out. I have a Karcher K3.
The machine now turns on and off and operated the motor only when the trigger if pressed The
only thing that has me puzzled from the blog site is that members have stated in several areas
that the motor unit contains oil and caution should be used not to spill it when taking the pump
apart. I have tried inverting the motor when it is stripped down to the rotary cam and not a drop
of oil is evident! Does this mean mine has run dry or that this model does not have oil in it? If it
is supposed to contain oil where do I pour it in I have downloaded the user manual and this
states that this unit is ".. I am tempted just to chuck some in there and see if it changes

anything This blog is very helpful Paul - thanks. Hi, I have followed your advice on changing the
little valves no problem and no oil leakage thank you the only problem i have now after putting it
all back together i have no power any advise please. Hi Sue, sounds like an electrical
connection has come loose somewhere, either during dismantling or re-assembly, or fuse has
blown in the plug. Hope you resolve it easily. Many Thanks I will take it apart again and see if it
still doesn't work i will certainly get an electrician to have a look thanks for your advise this blog
is fantastic :. Thanks for your kind comments Sue - Fingers crossed that you resolve your
problem. Thanks very much for both your explanation and hosting what has become a forum for
disappointed Karcher owners! You gave me the confidence to strip down my K3 but the heat
and smell from the motor casing has made me conclude that it has died, and although I
suppose I could try to replace it, I noticed that the adjacent alloy casing must have been
cracked badly when the thing was originally put together and so I have lost all confidence in
this washer. Goodness knows how QC missed it. Oh well, off to break open the piggy bank
Thanks for your input MartynW - Sorry to hear that the health of your particular machine is now
'terminal'- At least you tried. Hi I have a Karcher A. I have connected the hose and water comes
out without the pressure hose connected. When I connect the pressure hose no water comes
out neither with the machine plugged in or not. Hi Anonymous - When you say that "no water
comes out" once you've connected the pressure hose, do you mean that no water comes out
even when you press the trigger? If that IS the case, then it sounds like a blockage in the
pressure hose. Might be worth undoing the nozzle and just checking that there's nothing solid
stuck in it. You could even see if you can 'blow' through the pressure hose when you press the
trigger Good luck! Hi Smugdane While waiting for a reply I dismantled the middle part of the
wand thinking the same that there probably is a blockage. It came apart easily and now I cant
get it back together. The position of the large spring is the problem and is obstructing the
casing from closing. I know it sounds ridiculous but I just cant get it positioned correctly. I dont
know if you have any tips. I will try to dismantle the spray end but although it turns in two
positions it doesnt look like it comes apart. Im sure you are right about an obstruction as I have
just tried the machine without plugging in and water comes out of the gun. You are very helpful.
I have spent a lot of time today trying to find a diagram on line for the mid section assembly but
cant find anything. Hope you can help. Seems a shame to ditch the machine. Hi again - Not sure
I can give you any useful 'tips' about re-assembly, other than you will REALLY need to push the
parts together in order to compress the spring before twisting into position. Karcher are also
pretty good at giving technical advice if you phone them. It might also be worth checking
YouTube as there are sometimes some good posts showing exactly how to dismantle and
re-assemble things. Hope you manage to resolve this. Hi again and thanks. I have now managed
to put the spring back and hope it is in the right position. I cant see what purpose the spring has
so it made it harder to see where it should go. Do you know if there are any mechanical parts to
the wand which could fail and cause a problem. It looks just like a thin pipe to me and cant see
why it shouldnt work. Thanks for your help. Just as a matter if interest, have you tried blowing
through the wand, just to see if it IS that bit that's blocked? It's so difficult trying to help from 'a
distance'. Just a few last thoughts Now fit the high pressure hose but NOT the wand as well.
Turn on the water supply and switch on the machine - If water comes out of the pressure hose
at high pressure, then everything is clear up to there!! If this is the case it HAS to be a blockage
in the wand. It doesn't sound as though this will help but probably worth a try. I really DO hope
that you get it working again. Thanks for your useful posts. My issue is: Inlet water pressure:
Apparently good Good flow when disconnected. Unit appears to be running normally but the
outlet water pressure is only a little higher than when it is switched to off and definitely lower
than it has been in the past. I think this means that the piston area must be faulty. The thing is, it
doesn't keep running when not pulling the trigger so it must be making up some kind of
pressure I think? Hi, I just thought I would share my recent experience fixing my K3. To you and
me that is where the hose from the detergent bottle connects to the pump assembly. The reason
it was leaking is because the o-ring on this part had split. Unfortunately I was one of the
numpties that managed to empty the oil everywhere in the process off stripping the unit - I didnt
find this very useful page until after the event! When I refilled the oil I found that I used less than
ml to get the level to within a cm or 2 of the lip of the motor body. God only knows how some
people managed to use an entire litre of oil as the part of the motor that houses the pistons and
bearings is itself smaller than 1 cubic litre! Anyway, after reassembly my washer is now working
an absolute treat. I used it for about an hour last night with no leaks, no nasty noises, and it has
some lovely fresh oil to help keep it going strong Anyway, this has been a very useful site so
thought I would share my experiences in the hope it helps someone else. Many thanks for
adding this useful detail Christopher. I'm sure that other readers will find this very helpful. I
have read your blog about Karcher products and found it most interesting. I too had a problem

with my Karcher KBB leaking water and a little oil. Having worked on on much larger pumps in
my working life I set about repairing the aforementioned pump. No obvious external signs of
any problems so a complete strip down was called for. On examination the o ring seals
appeared OK but were changed any way. Now comes a bigger a problem, I noted the wiring
connections down on a piece of scrap paper which has now disappeared, the dog being the
main culprit but I have no proof. Could you tell me where I can get a wiring diagram from or
does anybody know the colour connections? Best Regards Howard. Regrettably, I don't think I
can help you with your dilemma. Good Luck. Hi There, This is really embarrassing. I always take
photos of things as I dismantle them, but my Karcher 3. Turned out a new high pressure outlet
was needed - duly ordered, installed and then I stood there holding the detergent hoses thinking
"ermm Hi there, This is really embarrassing. So I'm standing on the drive and the Karcher K3.
Onto the net, google the problem, need a new high pressure cover. Take part number, order new
one, new one arrives, fit new one and then find self standing there sayng "ermmm So, fellow
Karcherites, once you've finished falling about laughing, can anyone tell me which hose goes to
which nipple inside at the base of the assembly and then where it then goes at the top to attach
to which detergent nipple on the addition dial. One thing is certain. I will not stand in a drive full
of bubbles realising I'm going to have to take it all to bits again! Best of luck. If you DO resolve
it, please post your update for the benefit of any other readers who may suffer the same
dilemma. Well thank you anyway. I surely will be happy if another reader can advise but as for
YouTube, have trawled through it for hours, nothing relative to this simple issue. Have frozen
frames to inspect backgrounds - watched videos on other models to see if they would provide a
clue. Tried searching Google for schematics, some show the tubing, none show the actual
connections. You seemed the most hopeful site that I found in a lot of searching. Don't know if
you're UK based but if so you can understand why I would wholeheartedly support a Haynes
manual. Will take an educated guess, see what happens and advise you of result. Will use wife
to switch it on : Many thanks. Hi, I recently bought a second hand Karcher K2. If you leave it for
a couple of hours it works again for another 15 minutes or so. I'm thinking maybe a bad
capacitor?? Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated. Oooooh - Not had this one before
on the blog!!! Can anyone out there help shed any light on what might be causing this? Sorry I
can't be of more help. Thanks for the speedy reply. Yes that sounds exactly the same problem
I'm having. I might strip it down first and have a look at the pressure switch as mentioned also
check the capacitor for any visual damage. Thanks again : I'll let you know how I get on. You're
welcome - Always worth having a go at repair as long as the cost of replacement components
doesn't come anywhere close to exceeding the likely value of the machine. Hi my karcher m had
water pressure left in it from the last time it was used, now the motor runs continuously but has
no pressure power. Inlet outlet clear. There is no water leaking from motor. This is a very helpful
blog. I'm been trying to resolve an issue with my K5. I've stripped it down and can't see anything
wrong with the valves, no cracks or leaks. The piston chamber had only what appeared to be a
white grease in it. Having read this blog, I've realised that it was obviously oil at one time, which
had now been mixed with water. I've renewed the 3 piston seals but I'm not sure how the water
has got in there other than through the seals. There's also a bypass valve on the control head.
I've taken it out and it appears to depress okay but I'm not sure what the symptom would be if
this didn't work correctly. Has anyone had a similar problem? I would appreciate anyones
thoughts on the issue. Hi Phillip, - K5. I do hope so, and I hope you get to the bottom of it. If you
DO manage to resolve the problem, please feel free to update the results on this blog, for the
benefit of other users. I had this issue of motor running and no pressure. I have stripped a k5.
However the black pump housing does not just pull out. So I cannot access to replace them.
There are no bolts remaining to remove. Videos have been watched and it should be easy?
Anyone have any advice? If your valves are like the K5. The 3 valves in the smaller triangular
area do just pull out and you can get replacements for them. Hi Smugdane I could see that he
had the same symptoms as I did. I took the pump apart again, pulled out all the valves in the top
assembly and cleaned them all up, re-assembled it again but still had the same problem. I bit the
bullet in the end and bought the new assembly that comes complete with the bypass valve.
Having fitted the new part, it now works fine. I've no idea what is wrong with the original part as
I can't see any cracks and the valves appear to operate okay but at least it's going again. Hi
Phillip - Thank you very much for providing some very valuable feedback. Your experience is a
bit of a mystery, but at least you now have a working washer again. It just shows that DIY can
have benefits. Hello, I have a K3. I re fit it and was fine for 15 minutes then the same happened
this time splitting the seal. Could it just of been a weak seal? Has anyone come across this
before? Should I just try a new seal or a new detergent valve. Any help will be very much
appreciated. Hi Anonymous - What you say sounds logical. Personally I haven't changed
anything like this, so I can't comment, but it surely can't be too difficult to do if you get a

replacement part. Sorry I can't help further. The main problem is that the motor keeps cutting
out during use, but even when it's working the pressure seems to be quite a bit lower than I
expect. I've checked the water supply pressure and the electrical supply, fuse etc and all seems
fine so it sounds like it's something more serious that requires an internal inspection? Any
advice on where to start will be much appreciated. Hi Anonymous - Unfortunately I'm not
familiar with the 5. Just enter 5. The only other 'easy' check, before taking your machine apart,
is I notice this model has a 'fine water filter' fitted. Have you checked that this is clear of debris?
Sorry I can't help more, but it's probably something dead simple, so I hope you get it going
again. Hi Smugdane, Thanks for the advice. Just so that it may be of benefit to others with
similar issues I though I should share the progress. After further investigation and research I
found out that the symptoms of cutting out during use could be caused by air lock so to remedy
this, I disconnected the power supply, connected the garden hose to the inlet and removed the
high pressure hose and trigger. I then let the water run through for about 5 mins and
reconnected everything and tried the machine. I'm pleased to say that it's now working fine. I'll
see if it continues working when I next use it for extended period. Excellent result I sincerely
hope that this HAS solved your problem. Came across your blog whilst searching for answers
to pressure loss on a k2. I decided to strip the motor and pump down after seeing the state of
your pistons and as pleasantly suprised to see metal pistons in there. Only problem then was,
what was causing the pressure loss? After removing the motor from the gearbox i found my
answer. The nylon cogs that transfer drive from the motor to the gearbox had disintegrated
leaving bits every where inside the housing. The espares website mentioned above doesnt
seem to supply them. Do you know of any other karcher spares sites or any one that might be
able to help source this part? Great blog. Failing all the usual on-line spares suppliers, and
probably as a last resort , you can always phone Karcher UK who also sell spares! Pages Home
Page Introduction. Has your Karcher Pressure Washer suddenly lost pressure? Ever wondered
how pressure washers work? Quite simply, this was a motor housing with what turned out to be
the 'Pressurising' bit, bolted to the end. Just behind the top 'Outlet' you can see the smaller
clear plastic inlet where the cleaning liquid pipe attaches to the pump housing. At the top of
each cylinder there are inlet and outlet valves There are a number of reasons why pressure
washers lose their pressure, like insufficient water pressure from the garden hose, a blocked
filter where the garden hose connects to the pressure washer, etc. So, take a look into the
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